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Key tracks: 

"Deja Vu" 
"Diamonds" 
"Right Here, Right Now"
"Tom's Diner"

"74 is the new 24"
Giorgio Moroder is a visionary--sometimes.  For the most part, the Italian disco auteur is a tasteful producer who
occasionally goes off the rails, as he did on the late-'70s productions that helped bring electronic music to the charts. 
Deja Vu, his first album in 30 years, belongs in the canon of the less essential Moroder releases, ones that cast him
as a skilled producer but not necessarily a forward-thinking one.

His last album, a collaboration with vocalist Philip Oakey simply titled Philip Oakey & Giorgio Moroder, was among
these.  Deja Vu is a few notches better than that album, and though it's unmistakably a 21st-century pop album, it's
nowhere near as flagrantly '10s as Oakey & Moroder was flagrantly '80s. One could argue Oakey & Moroder was
simply the sound of the times catching up to Giorgio: after all, Moroder was key in developing the synth-heavy sound
synonymous with the '80s. But Moroder also helped develop EDM, whose fans acknowledge him as a patron saint.
The fact that Deja Vu doesn't sound like Steve Aoki is a small miracle.

What Deja Vu sounds like instead is well-produced, if not particularly unique, disco-pop. Some tracks are crushingly
generic: "Don't Let Go," with pop C-lister Mikky Ekko; the forgettable "I Do This For You," with someone named
Marlene.  But the best songs are imbued with the spirit of the era in which Moroder cut his teeth. Even the most
disco-indebted Top 40 productions of the last few years (Carly Rae Jepsen's "Call Me Maybe," Maroon 5's "Sugar")
lack the oomph of the title track, where a brassy flock of Sias invoke the spirits of Sister Sledge and Labelle. And
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where on the charts can one find a vocoder as menacing as the "diamonds!" refrain on the Charli XCX-featuring song
of the same name?

Daft Punk's recent work, perhaps. Moroder's 21st-century comeback is in no small part thanks to that particular
French duo, who allowed Moroder to monologue on "Giorgio By Moroder" from their recent blockbuster Random
Access Memories. The vocoders and guitar strums that populate Deja Vu can also be found in bulk on that album.
However, this isn't Moroder being influenced by his own progeny but rather a potent reminder of just how influential
the man's music is in the first place. In a blind test, "I'm Left, You're Right, She's Gone," from Moroder's epochal From
Here To Eternity could easily be mistaken for a cut off Daft Punk's Discovery.

Deja Vu is, in part, a tribute to this legacy. The inclusion of a cover of "Tom's Diner" by Suzanne Vega hearkens back
to Moroder's own penchant for unconventional covers (check his 15-minute take on the Moody Blues' "Nights In
White Satin"). And the three instrumental tracks on Deja Vu sound almost stereotypically Moroder, with the same
throbbing sequencer bass as his magnum opus, Donna Summer's "I Feel Love." None of them are particularly
remarkable, and their main purpose seems to be to remind those caught up in the 21st-century sounds of Deja Vu
that they're listening to an album by Giorgio Moroder, septuagenarian pioneer.

An even more distressing interpretation of those three instrumental tracks is that they're the only things Moroder
actually produced here. Moroder shares producer credits with no less than eight other people, and though the extent
of Moroder's involvement will likely forever remain an industry secret, it's likely the more "modern" sounds here are
contributions from that shady octet. But it's hard to stay mad when all of the producer's familiar hallmarks and
idiosyncrasies are here. Upon hearing one of these songs on the radio with no knowledge of its creator, one might
reach for their phone to Google just who exactly produced it.  Nobody who knows music should be surprised by the
answer.
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